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Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) induced light emission from artificial atomic scale structures
comprising silicon dangling bonds on hydrogen-terminated Si(001) surfaces has been mapped spatially
and analyzed spectroscopically in the visible spectral range. The light emission is based on a novel
mechanism involving optical transitions between a tip state and localized states on the sample surface.
The wavelength of the photons can be changed by the bias voltage of the STM. The spatial
resolution of the photon maps is as good as that of STM topographic images and the photons are
emitted from a quasipoint source with a spatial extension similar to the size of a dangling bond.
[S0031-9007(98)08376-8]
PACS numbers: 73.20.At, 73.20. – r, 78.66. – w

Nowadays, man-made structures can be created even on
the atomic scale on semiconductor and metal surfaces by
means of atom manipulation using the scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) [1,2]. Such atomic scale structures designed appropriately should exhibit interesting electrical,
optical, and magnetic properties as suggested by recent
theoretical studies [3]. However, experimental observations of the properties of artificial atomic scale structures
created by STM have been limited until now. Gimzewski
et al. [4] and Berndt et al. [5] have pioneered another ability of the STM. Detecting photons emitted from the tunnel
gap of the STM, they showed that light emission characteristics of sample surfaces can be obtained with atomic scale
spatial resolution. In the present paper, we report for the
first time light emission characteristics of artificial atomic
scale structures fabricated by STM and observations of
clear optical transitions of tunneling electrons between a
tip state and localized energy levels on a sample surface.
The model example of artificial atomic scale structures
chosen in the present work is an array of silicon dangling
bonds (DBs) on hydrogen-terminated Sis001d-s3 3 1d reconstructed surfaces [Sis001d-s3 3 1d-H surfaces]. The Si
DBs are created with atomic resolution using the STM tip
to desorb H atoms from the surfaces [2]. At both polarities of bias voltage, the Si DB sites exhibit a much
stronger light emission in the visible spectral range than
H-terminated Si sites, the spatial resolution of the light
emission being comparable to that obtained in STM topographic images and the wavelength of the photons emitted
can be changed by the bias voltage of the STM. The light
emission does not involve diffusion of carriers or surface
plasmon modes implying that the photons are emitted from
a quasipoint source with a spatial extension comparable to
the size of a DB.
0031-9007y99y82(6)y1241(4)$15.00

The experiments were performed in a UHV chamber
with a base pressure of ,8 3 1029 Pa using an STM
operated at room temperature. Electrolytically sharpened
tungsten (W) tips and two types of Si(001) samples, an
antimony-doped sn  1 3 1018 cm23 d and a boron-doped
sp  1 3 1018 cm23 d sample, were used. The Sis001ds3 3 1d-H surface was prepared by standard procedures
[6]. The photons emitted from the tip of the STM were
collected by an optical fiber bunch mounted in the UHV
chamber and exhibiting constant optical transmission from
400 to 1100 nm. The photons were counted using cooled
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). In order to obtain the spectral information, a Hamamatsu R636-10 PMT was used in
combination with interference filters at five different wavelengths from 400 to 800 nm [photon energies shyd from
3.10 to 1.55 eV], each filter having a bandwidth of 40 nm.
The system response could be considered constant in the
wavelength interval covered by the filters.
Figure 1(A) is a filled state STM topographic image of
an atomic scale pattern of exposed DBs forming the letter
“P” with a lateral size of 17 nm on the n-type Sis001ds3 3 1d-H surface created by STM induced desorption of
H atoms [2]. The STM image was recorded using normal
constant current imaging conditions. Figure 1(B) shows
the photon intensity as a function of the position of the
STM (photon map [4,5]). The photon map was recorded
at the same area as in Fig. 1(A) using the constant current
scanning conditions: sample bias voltage Vb  23 V,
tunnel current It  8 nA, and a slow scanning velocity
ys  9 nmys. Figure 1(C) is the STM topographic image
recorded after the photon map with the same scanning
conditions as in Fig. 1(A). From the photon map, it is
observed that the exposed DBs forming the letter P exhibit
a large photon intensity sIphoton d [,160 countsysec (cps)
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (A) STM topographic filled state image of exposed
dangling bonds forming the letter P on a Sis001d-s3 3 1d-H
surface (Vb  22 V, It  0.2 nA, ys  1400 nmys; (B) the
photon map recorded at the same area as in (A) using Vb 
23 V, It  8 nA, and ys  9 nmys; and (C) STM topographic
image recorded after the photon map and with the same
scanning conditions as in (A). The later size of the letter P
is 17 nm.

in the bright regions in B], while Iphoton from Hterminated areas is much lower (,10 cps in the dark
regions in B) and cannot be distinguished from the dark
count level of similar magnitude. It was stable during
recording of the photon map excluding the possibility that
the contrast in the photon map could be due to fluctuations
in It . Comparing Figs. 1(A) and 1(C), it is noted that the
letter P created by the STM is modified only slightly after
recording the photon map at slow speed and fairly high
Vb and It . Note that the DB features in the photon map
have as good a resolution as in the topographic images.
The photon map for the n-type sample shown in
Fig. 1(B) was recorded at negative Vb ; but for positive
Vb , H desorption occurs at a much lower It [2,7] where
Iphoton would be too low to be detected with the present
system. However, the desorption yield of deuterium
(D) from D-terminated Si(001) surfaces is much lower
than the corresponding desorption yield of H [8]. Using
a positive Vb  13 V and It  2 nA, we were able
to obtain photon maps of exposed DBs on a p-type
Sis001d-s3 3 1d-D surface with Iphoton , 130 cps from
DBs and Iphoton , 12 cps from D-terminated areas.
In Fig. 2, Iphoton from DB sites on 10 3 10 nm2
squares of DBs created by the STM tip is plotted as a
function of Vb using It  4 nA and interference filters
at five different values of hy as indicated for (A)–(E)
the n-type sample and (F)–(J) the p-type sample. The
circular symbols correspond to the experimental data and
the solid curves are results of employing a least-squares
smoothing filter to the data. The noise level is indicated
by horizontal dashed lines and the vertical bars mark the
threshold sample bias sVb,thres d where Iphoton becomes
larger than the noise level. We have also measured Iphoton
as a function of It with Vb being kept constant. For
both types of samples and for both polarities of Vb ,
the results showed an approximately linear relationship
between Iphoton and It , and the quantum efficiency (QE)
being almost independent of It was estimated to be of the
order of 1026 photonsyelectron.
1242

FIG. 2. STM induced photon intensity from dangling bond
sites on Sis001d-s3 3 1d-D surfaces as a function of sample bias
voltage sIt  4 nAd at five different photon energies shyd as
indicated for (A) – (E) the n-type sample and (F) – (J) the p-type
sample. The solid curves are a five-point least-squares filter to
the data. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the noise level,
and the vertical bars mark the threshold sample bias where the
photon intensity becomes larger than the noise level.

In Fig. 3, Vb,thres is plotted as a function of the energy of detected photons shyd for the n-type sample (open
symbols) and the p-type sample (filled symbols). Thin
solid lines going through the origin with slopes 11 and
21 VyeV are indicated in the upper part (positive Vb ) and
the lower part (negative Vb ) of Fig. 3, respectively. This
dependence of Vb,thres upon hy is expected if the light
emission is caused by spatially indirect dipole transitions
of tunneling electrons with an energy equal to the difference between the Fermi levels in the tip and in the sample.
At both polarities of Vb for the p-type sample, the experimental data approximately follow a linear relationship;
but for the n-type sample, this is true only at negative Vb .
At positive Vb , Vb,thres is ,1.3 eV larger for the n-type
sample than for the p-type sample when hy # 2 eV.
According to the experimental data presented in the
present paper, the DB surface states must play an important role in the photon emission process at both polarities of Vb . The low QE of the photon emission process
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FIG. 3. Threshold sample bias obtained from the vertical bars
in Fig. 2 as a function of the energy of detected photons for
the n-type sample (open symbols) and the p-type sample (filled
symbols). The two thin solid lines going through the origin
have the slopes 11 and 21 VyeV, respectively. The dashed
curves are guides to the eye.

(,1026 photonsyelectron at both polarities of Vb ) and the
broad band emission from 1.55 to 3.1 eV as observed in
Fig. 2 make the possibility of band to band electron-hole
pair recombination unlikely. Effects of surface plasmon
modes can also be excluded, since the surface plasmon
energy for Si(001) surfaces is ,12 eV [9], which is far
away from the range covered by the experimental data set
and a W tip exhibits no well-defined plasmon modes [10].
We also exclude optical transitions where an electron for
Vb . 0 or a hole for Vb , 0 after tunneling through the
tip-surface barrier causes an optical transition in the semiconductor via a dangling bond channel. At negative bias,
only a small fraction of the hole current originates from
low lying hole states [7], and in contrast to the experimental observations, QE would be much lower for Vb , 0
than for Vb . 0.
Other measurements show that QE is nearly independent of the tunnel current and the tip-sample distance. The
electric field between the tip and the sample depends on the
tip-sample distance implying that the polarization of a dangling bond also depends on this parameter. It is therefore
unlikely that the dominant mechanism is scattering of tunneling electrons with the Coulomb field of charged DBs
[11]. Instead we find that the experimental data can readily be interpreted in terms of spatially indirect dipole transitions between electronic states in the tip and DB states
on the sample surface. From this mechanism, broad band
photon spectra and similar QE at positive and negative
Vb are expected as observed experimentally. For a dipole
transition between the tip and the sample, the emitted photons will mainly have a polarization perpendicular to the
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surface and with the wave vectors being parallel to the surface. The latter condition is important for the escape of the
photon from the cavity between the tip and sample, since
in a cavity between two metal surfaces with a separation
less than 1 nm only photon modes with wave vectors parallel to the surfaces are allowed.
Schematic energy band diagrams can then be drawn as
illustrated in Fig. 4 for a p-type semiconductor sample
[Si(001)] and a metal tip (W) and Vb . 0 (A) and Vb , 0
(B). In Figs. 4(A) and 4(B), the two Fermi levels EF and
EF0 are indicated by dashed and solid lines, respectively.
The bonding DB surface state p is located at 0.2 eV below
the valence band maximum EV , and the antibonding DB
surface state p p is located at 0.4 eV below the conduction
band minimum EC [12]. In Figs. 4(C) and 4(D), Iphoton
as obtained from Fig. 2 is plotted as a function of hy for
Vb . 0 and Vb , 0, respectively.
For positive Vb , the energy bands bend upwards as illustrated in Fig. 4(A). In the Iphoton spectra [see Fig. 4(C)],
there is a peak at hy , 2 eV for Vb  13 V. This peak is
interpreted to be due to spatially indirect dipole transitions
of tunneling electrons from a filled state close to EF0 in the
tip to the empty p p state in the sample [see short arrow in
Fig. 4(A)], since for Vb  13 V, the p p state is located
at ,2 eV below EF0 and ,1 eV above EF . The position
of the peak or equivalently the wavelength of the emitted
photons can be changed by the bias voltage. When Vb is
increased to 14 V, the peak is shifted to hy , 2.5 3 eV
(this shift is smaller than the increase in eVb , since upward band bending increases with increasing Vb ). The
peak disappears for Vb  15 V and 16 V where it is expected to be located outside the measuring range. Dipole

FIG. 4. Schematic energy band diagrams of the semiconductor sample, the vacuum and the metal tip regions in the case
of a p-type Si(001) sample, (A) Vb . 0 and (B) Vb , 0. In
(C) and (D), the corresponding photon intensities are plotted as
a function of the energy of photons at various values of Vb as
indicated. The horizontal dashed lines in (C) and (D) indicate
the noise level.
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transitions of tunneling electrons into an empty state positioned just above EF [see long arrow in Fig. 4(A)]
determines the magnitude of eVb,thres . As observed in
Figs. 2(F)–2(J), the Iphoton just above the positive Vb,thres
is large and exhibits a sharp peak for large values of hy
s$2.07 eVd, but for small values of hy s#1.77 eVd, the
Iphoton is smaller and the spectra are more dull. This suggests that the p state in Fig. 4(A) becomes empty and acts
as the final state of optical transitions for large Vb which
causes a large band bending at the sample surface. For
negative Vb , the energy bands bend downwards as illustrated in Fig. 4(B). In this case, the Iphoton spectra shown in
Fig. 4(D) exhibit a peak at ,2 eV for Vb  24 V. This
peak is interpreted to be due to dipole transitions of tunneling electrons from a filled p p state close to EF in the
sample into empty states in the tip (W) located at ,2 eV
below EF (see short arrow); note that the density of empty
states of W has a hump at ,2 eV above EF0 [13]. The
peak is shifted to hy , 2.5 3 eV for Vb  25 V and
disappears for Vb  26 V and 28 V as expected. As observed in Figs. 2(F)–2(J), Iphoton just below the negative
Vb,thres is large exhibiting a sharp peak for large values of
hy s$2.07 eVd, but for small values of hy s#1.77 eVd,
Iphoton is smaller and the spectra are more dull. This is
due to a fractional filling of the p p state at low jVb j where
there is less band bending at the sample surface.
Energy band diagrams and Iphoton spectra similar to
Fig. 4 can also be drawn for the n-type sample (not
shown). However, since the p state is below the valence
band edge, it is unoccupied only at large fields [14]. For
low Vb , electrons can decay only into the p p state, and
this explains the 1.3 eV difference in Vb,thres between the
n-type sample and the p-type sample at low biases as
observed in Fig. 3. For Vb $ 3.2 V, the field is strong
enough to empty the p state and this explains why
Vb,thres is the same for the n-type and the p-type samples
for hy $ 3.2 eV. The variation in hy as observed in
Figs. 2(A)–2(E) is also consistent with this effect.
In conclusion, we have presented results of STM induced light emission from artificial atomic scale structures
comprising exposed Si DBs on H-terminated Si(001) surfaces. At both polarities of bias voltage, DB sites yield a
much stronger light emission in the visible spectral range
than H-terminated sites. The light emission from DBs
could be explained by dipole transitions between a tip
state and DB states on the Si(001) surface, and the wave-
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length of the photons emitted could be changed by the
bias voltage of the STM. Since the mechanism does not
involve carrier diffusion or surface plasmon modes, the
photons are emitted from a quasipoint source with an extension comparable to the size of a DB.
We thank M. Tsukada, A. P. Jauho, and K. Johnsen for
helpful discussions. K. S. acknowledges support from the
Danish Research Councils (STVF No. 9800466).
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